The human genome forms thousands of "contact domains", which are intervals of enhanced 44 contact frequency. Some, called "loop domains" are thought to form by cohesin-mediated loop 45 extrusion. Others, called "compartmental domains", form due to the segregation of active and 46 inactive chromatin into A and B compartments. Recently, Hi-C studies revealed that the 47 depletion of cohesin leads to the disappearance of all loop domains within a few hours, but 48 strengthens compartment structure. Here, we combine live cell microscopy, super-resolution 49 microscopy, Hi-C, and studies of replication timing to examine the longer-term consequences 50 of cohesin degradation in HCT-116 human colorectal carcinoma cells, tracking cells for up to 51 30 hours. Surprisingly, cohesin depleted cells proceed through an aberrant mitosis, yielding a 52 single postmitotic cell with a multilobulated nucleus. Hi-C reveals the continued disappearance 53 of loop domains, whereas A and B compartments are maintained. In line with Hi-C, microscopic 54 observations demonstrate the reconstitution of chromosome territories and chromatin 55 domains. An interchromatin channel system (IC) expands between chromatin domain clusters 56 and carries splicing speckles. The IC is lined by active chromatin enriched for RNA Pol II and 57 depleted in H3K27me3. Moreover, the cells exhibit typical early-, mid-, and late-DNA 58 replication timing patterns. Our observations indicate that the functional nuclear 59 compartmentalization can be maintained in cohesin depleted pre-and postmitotic cells.
Introduction

87
Cohesin, a ring-like protein complex with its major subunits RAD21, SMC1 and SMC3 is 88 involved in numerous nuclear processes, such as in double strand break repair and gene 89 6 chromatin. conditions. Notably, about 20% of mitoses recorded in untreated control cells revealed 170 prolonged mitoses of >2h followed by transition into an abnormal cell nucleus, a feature which 171 is not unusual in tumor cell lines (reviewed in [31] ). Mitotic entrance of auxin treated cells 7 (n=32) did not show any conspicuous differences to controls (Fig.1B) . However, their passage 173 through mitosis was consistently delayed up to 14h (median 4.5h). This prolonged mitotic stage 174 raised the mitotic index in cohesin depleted cell cultures fixed after 6h in auxin to almost 30% 175 versus ~4% in control cultures (Suppl_Fig.3) . The delayed mitotic passage was associated 176 with the formation of abnormal multipolar mitotic figures persisting over several hours. Fig. 1C 177 depicts a typical telophase stage of ~30 min with two apparent daughter nuclei preceding the 178 formation of a single MLN. Despite their seemingly separation, these daughter nuclei, however, 179 were presumably still connected by filaments (see below) and did not enter into cytokinesis.
180
Instead, all cohesin depleted cells that were followed through an entire mitosis (n=19) resulted 181 in a single MLN ( Fig.1B-C) . As a consequence, in cell cultures fixed 28-30h after cohesin 
204
Maintenance of a territorial organization of interphase chromosomes in cohesin depleted cell 205 cultures was tested by chromosome painting of CTs 4, 12 and 19 (Fig. 2) . In line with the near-206 diploid karyotype of HCT116 cells [32, 33] , two homologous territories of each painted 207 chromosome were detected in interphase nuclei of both control ( Fig. 2A ) and cohesin depleted 208 cells fixed after 6h auxin treatment ( Fig. 2B ). Segregation of chromatids in cohesin depleted 209 cells was noted in anaphase ( Fig. 2C, mid) . Accordingly, a substantial fraction of postmitotic 210 MLN revealed four painted territories often located in different lobuli ( Fig. 2D ). Unexpectedly, 211 chromosome painting, however, detected also MLN with more than four variably sized painted 212 segments for a given painted chromosome (Fig. 2E and Suppl_Fig. 4) . Arguably, chromatids 213 were torn apart by mechanic forces during an aberrant anaphase and/or during lobe formation. In situ Hi-C confirmed the disappearance of loop domains previously described in cohesin 300 depleted premitotic cells [18, 20] 
318
The plot displays the total number of contacts that lie within the entire putative peak set at the 319 center of the matrix. Loop strength is indicated by the extent of focal enrichment at the center of 
350
RD patterns were recorded in cells with the following culture conditions: Control 351 cultures were fixed 6h after RL (Fig. 6A ). Cultures prepared for cohesin depletion were further 352 grown after RL for 1h under normal medium conditions and then exposed to auxin for 6h ( Fig. 
353
6B,C) or 30h respectively ( Fig. 6D ), before fixation. Both, controls and auxin-treated cells 354 revealed typical RD patterns for all S-phase stages. Fig. 6C shows a labeled nucleus that has 355 entered mitosis. Our observations demonstrate that a given RD pattern not only persists during 356 the subsequent interphase and along mitotic chromosomes ( Fig. 6B ,C) but can also be fully 357 reconstituted after mitosis in MLN (Fig. 6D ).
358
Moreover we showed that de novo DNA synthesis with the formation of typical Finally, we tested whether cohesin depletion following RL during early S-phase results in 381 numerical and/or structural changes of individual RDs (Fig. 7) . We compared numbers of 382 segmented RDs plotted as the mean value of counts / nucleus (Fig. 7B) 
439
We also examine replication domains (RDs). RDs defined by genome-wide Repli-Seq 440 analyses are often considered to correspond to TADs mapped by Hi-C methods [27, 52] and 441 as molecular equivalents of replication foci / domains observed by microscopic methods [53] .
442
Yet, a direct comparison of these structures is a delicate issue since neither RDs nor TADs 
469
Apparently, this is not the case as has been previously shown by the maintenance and even 470 strengthening of compartmentalization into A and B domains after cohesin depletion [18, 20] .
471
In the present study the persistence of compartment domains was also demonstrated for 472 cultures highly enriched with postmitotic MLN.
473
Chromatin loop domains are formed by means of an extrusion mechanism where by 474 the gradual expansion of a loop through a cohesin ring two opposite CTCF sites are tethered 475 together and anchored at CTCF/cohesin binding sites (reviewed in [6, 61-64] ). These anchor 476 sites manifest as bright peaks in Hi-C maps. Based on cohesin depletion experiments this loop 477 extrusion mechanism was shown to be cohesin dependent ([18, 20, 21] and this study). 
543
We postulate that this basic organization is maintained in cohesin depleted nuclei. Image acquisitions were carried out on the Nikon spinning disk system described above. Using 736 a Nikon PlanApo 100x/1.45 NA oil immersion objective tiled images (3x3 with 5% overlap and 737 131 nm pixel size) were acquired for each condition to increase the number of cells per field 738 of view. Confocal image z-stacks were acquired in two planes with a step size of 6 µm in order 739 to encompass cells, in particular mitotic cells, in different plane levels. DAPI and mClover were 
765
Lower: 32, Upper: 255), 2. "Separate Touching Objects" (Object size guide of 0,002 µm³) and 766 3. "Exclude Objects by Size", excluding structures < 0,005 µm³. Exclusion of signals outside a 767 selected nucleus was achieved by the commands "Intersect" and "Compartmentalize".
768
Segmentation of nuclei was realized by the following commands: 1. "Find Objects" (Threshold 769 using: Intensity), 2. "Dilate", 3. "Fill Holes in Objects" and 4. "Erode". Measured values for 770 volumes and object counts were plotted as histograms using bins for volume classes (0,01-0,4 771 µm³) and object counts within each bin. To compare different series, averaged values from all 772 nuclei of a given series were used. To confirm statistically significance the Mann-Whitney test 773 32 was applied for both object counts and volumes. For comparability of the results, the same 
